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Song 2: (p. 18) A HAPPY SOUND   
 

SKILL FOCUS: Vowel Diphthongs:  ou, ow, oi, oy, oo  
 

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT:  Students tell about  
and write about things that make them happy. 
 

A HAPPY SOUND 
Remind students that the vowel letters in bold print in the words 
stand for a single vowel sound. The sound is different from the 
vowel sound for either of the letters. Write some of the words 
from the song on a chart and have students think of words that 
rhyme and add words.  down, sound, around, out, about, etc. 
 

FINGER POINT READING 2  
 

  “Put your finger on the number 1.”.  
 

 “Look at the word down.”  Every student should have their 
finger pointing to the word down.  “Now point to the word 
around.”  
Number 2.  “Point to the word out.” “Now point to the word 
about.”  Continue.   
3. we, bouncing  4. good, look  5. join, voice  6. frown, choice   
 

7. good, around, enjoy, sound 
 

Song 3: (p. 20) WORDS LIKE TRAFFIC AND CITY   
SKILL FOCUS: Consonant Variants c, g and Special  
Consonant Combinations 

 

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT:  Words that fit together by meaning.  Ask 
students how the words circus and nice go together.  Continue with other  
word pairs.  (FOR EXTRA PRACTICE WITH CONSONANT BLENDS AND 
CONSONANT DIGRAPHS, GO TO REVIEW SONGS 16, 17.) 

 

WORDS LIKE TRAFFIC AND CITY  
Review words from the song that have consonant letters standing for the 
soft and hard sounds of c and g:.circus, nice, etc.  
 

Remind students that when the letters c or g are followed by i or y. they 
often make the j or s sound as in cent, and germ and gym. 
Review words with consonants followed by u;  queen, quick, squirt,   
squeeze and three letter consonant blends:  straw, string, straight, etc          
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A Happy Sound   SONG 2 
 

Up and down 
Turning all around, 
In and out  
Going all about. 
 
Here we go  
Bouncing up and down. 
It's so good  
Just take a look around. 
 
Join in now  
Let's hear your voice. 
Smile don't frown 
What's your choice?  
 
Oh, it's so good 
Just take a look around  
And enjoy, enjoy this happy sound. 
 
Altogether now, let's count to three. 1-2-3 
 
Oh, up and down 
Turning all around, 
In and out, going all about,  
 
Here we go  
Bouncing up and down. 
It's so good, just take a look around. 
It's so good, just take a look around. 
Oh, what a happy sound!  
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Finger Point Reading  A HAPPY SONG, Song 2  
 

 1. 
Up and down 
Turning all around, 

 

 2. 
In and out  
Going all about. 
 

 3. 
Here we go  
Bouncing up and down. 

 

 4 
It's so good  
Just take a look around. 

 

 5. 
Join in now  
Let's hear your voice. 
 

 6. 
Smile don't frown 
What's your choice?  

  

 7. 
Oh, it's so good 
Just, take a look around  
And enjoy,  
Enjoy this happy sound. 
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Life on the Farm     SONG 4 
Well, life on the farm 
Isn’t really so s low, 
Work all day 
Just to make the plants grow. 
 

There's corn in the field.  
A scarecrow on the hill 
Birds to keep away 
And buckets to fil l. 
 

Chickens in the barn 
Need to be fed.           
Wood to chop 
Out by the shed. 
 

The tractor needs fixing, 
Fences to mend, 
Fruit to pick 
And eggs to send. 
 

Well, work’s all done 
With the setting sun. 
Time to eat dinner 
Rest and have fun. 
 

Oh, out in the country 
It's a great place to be.  
There's work to be done 
And that's fine with me. 
And that's fine with me!    
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  Finger Point Reading    Life on the Farm, SONG  4 
    

     1. 
Well, life on the farm 
Isn’t really so slow, 

2. 
Work all day 
Just to make the plants grow. 

3. 
There's corn in the field.  
A scarecrow on the hill 

4. 
Birds to keep away 
And buckets to fill. 

5. 
Chickens in the barn 
Need to be fed.           
Wood to chop 
Out by the shed. 

6. 
The tractor needs fixing, 
Fences to mend, 
Fruit to pick 
And eggs to send. 
 

7. 
Well, work’s all done 
With the setting sun. 
Time to eat dinner 
Rest and have fun. 
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The Surprise              SONG 6 
 

We love to wander 
Along a mountain trail, 
To d ream of riches and gold 
Lost long ago. 
 
Through the mountain pass 

We reached a roaring brook. 
On the bridge we stopped, 
We stopped to take a l ook. 
 
Near a huge gray rock 

Right there on the ground , 
We thought we saw some paper 
It was a map we'd found . 
 
“The Lost-Gold Map” 
That was what we read. 
So carefully we l ooked at it 
And this is where it led: 
 
“Follow the old trail  
Until you reach a cave. 
Take eight paces west 
Beside the giant oak tree 
You'll find a heavy iron chest.” 
 
Then we started down the trai l. 
To the cave it led. 
Suddenly a great bear stood! 

And back down the trai l we went, 
Down the trail we went, down the trail we went. 
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  Finger Point Reading  The Surprise, SONG 6 
 

1. 
We love to wander 
Along a mountain trail, 

2. 
To dream of riches and gold 
Lost long ago. 

3. 
Through the mountain pass 
We reached a roaring brook. 

4. 
On the bridge we stopped, 
We stopped to take a look. 

5. 
Near a huge gray rock 
Right there on the ground, 
We thought we saw some paper 
It was a map we'd found. 

6. 

“The Lost-Gold Map” 
That was what we read. 
So carefully we looked at it 
And this is where it led: 

7. 

“Follow the old trail  
Until you reach a cave. 
Take eight paces west 
Beside the giant oak tree 
You'll find a heavy iron chest.” 

8. 

Then we started down the trail. 
To the cave it led. 
Suddenly a great bear stood! 
And back down the trail we went. 


